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Abstract 
Aim: The main purpose of this study is to determine the dimensional accuracy of digital models as 

compared to that of study models and the reliability of digital scanning. The study aims to measure and 

compare distances between selected landmarks on study models and digital models and angles of cervical 

convergence of the abutment teeth.  

Material and Methods: The study used partially edentulous study models of each of Kennedy’s class I 

and III classifications. All the models were scanned using scanner and digitized on the computer. The 

physical models and digitized models were scanned and measured using various parameters and study 

designs. Measurements were conducted directly on study models and computer models using Altair 

Hyper mesh network version 7.0. The differences between the two seta of measurement were statistically 

analyzed using a suitable method (t- test). 

Results: The differences between measurement of distance on study models and digital models were 

found to be within the precision of 0,08 mm and 0,21 for the angle of cervical convergence of the 

abutment teeth. All these measurements were statistically slightly significant and well within the range of 

intra operator variations. 

Conclusion: This study shows that dental cast can be scanned with the help of an accurate and 

sophisticated scanner and the scanned data can be transferred to the computer and used for the purpose of 

digital scanning. 
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Introduction 

For decades, removable partial dentures (RPDs) have been one of the treatment options among 

partially edentulous patients [1] and sufficient retention is the key success of any removable 

prostheses’ fabrication [2]. 

The conventional procedure not only relies on the experience of a dental technician, but also 

incorporates multiple errors and inaccuracies in every step and often affects the prosthesis fit. 

A poor-fitting prosthesis may lead to pain and discomfort which further cause patient 

dissatisfaction. It also increases the laboratory and dentist’s cost and chair time [3]. With 

continuous developments over several years, present‑day technological advancements allow 

the use of different systems with computer‑aided design/computer‑aided manufacture 

(CAD/CAM) technology for the fabrication of removable dentures, including milling and 

rapid prototyping (RP) [4] CAD/CAM technology refers to digital design and manufacture. 

CAD software recognizes thegeometry of an object while CAM software is used for the 

manufacture. The CAD/CAM manufacturing process can either include additive (RP) or 

subtractive manufacturing (computer numerical control [CNC] machining; milling). RP has 

been used for industrial purposes and was developed from CAD/CAM technology [5, 6], digital 

dentistry that incorporates computer-controlled components is playing an important role in 

dental prosthesis fabrication. The three-dimensional computer-aided design and computer-

aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM) technology has been introduced in fixed dental prostheses 

(FDPs) since 1980s. Instead of using a conventional impression technique, the digital 

impression is taken by either intraoral or laboratory scanner is used to capture the marginal 

detail and tooth structure. Any kind of indirect restorations can be then virtually designed 

using a specialized software and fabricated by means of a subtractive manufacturing [7].  
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The major advantage of a digital scanning is the capability of 

direct data acquisition from a prepared tooth in real time. It 

eliminates discomfort that patients may experience from a 

conventional impression procedure. It also minimizes cost, 

time and storage space for impression materials, disinfectants 

and gypsum models. Besides, the digital images can be stored 

indefinitely with good quality and achievability. However, 

some factors such as experience of dental technicians, 

requirement of implant-specific scan body, digital alteration 

of the occlusion, difficulty of scanning path should be taken 

into consideration [8]. Not only applicable in fixed dental 

prostheses, CAD/CAM also has potential to fabricate 

customized removable dental prosthesis by means of additive 

manufacturing through rapid prototyping [9]. 

The evolution of the CAD/ CAM technology decreases the 

duration of prosthesis manipulation and provide superior 

functional and esthetic outcomes. Also changes of the 

prosthesis volume and/ or shape is reduced or eliminated in 

this approach compared to the conventional procedures. Thus, 

the produced prosthesis adheres tightly to the tissue and 

uniformly transferring loads on it [10]. Furthermore, it permits 

easy duplication of the denture and manufacture of new one 

using stored digital data [11]. The main benefits of introducing 

CAD/CAM in the fabrication of RPD framework involve 

automatic determination of a proposed path of insertion, the 

immediate elimination of undesirable undercuts, and the 

equally rapid identification of desirable undercuts. Not only is 

it a time saver, but also the CAD/CAM technology delivers 

inherent repeatability, which may assist in decreasing human 

errors and enhance quality control in the dental laboratory [12]. 

The purpose of this study was to verify the dimensional 

accuracy of the digitized 3D dental cast and reliability of 

surveying the same, which may eventually enable the 

prosthodontics procedures to be carried out digitally. 

 

Materials and Methods 

The research sample included 20 casts of partial edentulous, 

where the sample was randomly divided into two groups: 

The first group: 10 casts included the first class of Kennedy 

classification 

The second group: 10 casts included the third class of 

Kennedy classification. All study models were scanned using 

computerized digital scanning and digitization on the 

computer, then measurements were made on both studied and 

digital models using different criteria. The measurements 

were made directly on study models and digital models using 

special tools and programs, then the differences between the 

two measurements were statistically analyzed using 

appropriate methods. 

The following standards were chosen to determine 

dimensional accuracy and reliability of digital scanning: 

 

Measuring the linear distance between the predetermined 

points on the surface of the models: Where specific points 

were identified on study models and the distance between 

these points was measured using a digital ruler, and these 

points were also read and measurements made between them 

on digital models and recorded on the computer, Note that the 

previous measurements were repeated three times to avoid 

errors during the measurement process. 

 

 
 

Fig 1: Measuring the distance between the two points using the 

digital ruler 

 

 
 

Fig 2: Reading holes on the CAD-CAM program and performing the 

measurement 

 

Determination of angles of cervical convergence of the 

abutment teeth: Due to the difficulty of performing the 

measurement of the angles of the abutment teeth directly on 

the study models, three points were chosen on the gypsum 

casts that represent the angle of abutment teeth and through a 

mathematical relationship cosine of these angles was 

calculated and then the angle represented by the value of the 

cosine was obtained through a special program and this was 

also read Points on digital models, angles measured and 

recorded on a computer. 
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Fig 3: Identifying three holes representing angles of cervical 

convergence of the abutment tooth 

 
 

Fig 4: Measurement of angle of cervical convergence of the 

abutment tooth on CAD-CAM program 

 

Results: The following results appeared in our current study 

conditions: 

 

Measurement of distance between predetermined points 

on the surface of the models: At a confidence level of 95%, 

the distance measurement on the CAD-CAM program was 

greater than that of the gypsum cast, with an average mean of 

0.08 mm, but this statistically significant difference was not 

significant(p=0,163). 

 

Table 1: t-test for correlated samples to study the difference between linear distance measurement on the gypsum casts and the CAD / CAM 

program 
 

variable 
Arithmetic average 

of difference 

standard 

deviation 

The confidence interval is 95% of the average difference 
t value p value 

minimum maximum 

distances 0.08 0.24 -0.03 0.19 1.452 0.163 

 

2 - Determination of angles of cervical convergence of the 

abutment teeth: At a confidence level of 95%, the measure 

of angles of cervical convergence of the abutment teethon the 

CAD-cam program was greater than that of the gypsum 

example, with an average of 0.21 mm, but this statistically 

significant difference was not significant (p=0,076). 
 

Table 2: t-test for correlated samples to study the difference between angles of cervical convergence of the abutment teethmeasurement on the 

gypsum casts and the CAD / CAM program 
 

variable 
Arithmetic average 

of difference 

standard 

deviation 

The confidence interval is 

95% of the average difference t value p value 
minimum maximum 

angles of cervical convergence 

of the abutment teeth 
0. 21 0.51 -0.02 0.45 1.877 0.076 

 

Discussion 

Computer aided design and computer aided machining 

techniques have been successfully introduced in the field of 

fixed partial denture [13] and maxillofacial technology [14] over 

a number of years. The development and evaluation of these 

advances continue. Advantages of such system have been 

well documented, and may well eventually become the “next 

generation” method of fabrication [15]. digital surveying of 

scanned cast enables a pattern for a metal framework to be 

fabricated on computer screen according to the principles of 

RPD Various methods were used for imaging dental hard 

structure such as holography, Moiré topography, 

Ppotostereometry, laser scanner etc [16]. For digital surveying, 

the digitized 3D image should be an accurate/reliable 

reproduction of the dental cast. If not, the clinical results will 

be affected [17, 18]. 

This study, therefore, was undertaken to determine the 

dimensional accuracy of digital models as compared to 

conventional study models. Study models and digital models 

of Kennedy’s class I and class III partially edentulous 

situations were used. The main reason behind using 

Kennedy’s classification is that, it permits immediate 

visualization of partially edentulous arch. It also permits a 

logical approach to the problem of design and makes possible 

the application of sound principle of partial denture design [19, 

20]. 

For the purpose of determining the dimensional accuracy and 

the reliability of electronic surveying the following two 

criteria were used: 

1. Measurement of the distance between predetermined 

points on the surface of the models. 

2. Determination of angle of cervical convergence of the 

abutment teeth. 

 

Some slight differences appeared in the measurement of linear 

distances between the predetermined points on both gypsum 

models and digital models, where the linear distances 

measured on the CAD CAM program ranged between 5.66-
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37.12mm and an average mean of 22.15mm, while on the 

gypsum models ranged between 5.50-36.87mm and an 

average Mathematical calculation 22.07 mm When testing t to 

study the difference between linear distance measurements on 

the gypsum example and the cad cam program at a 95% 

confidence level, the results showed that the measurement of 

linear distances on the cad cam program is greater than on the 

gypsum example with an arithmetic mean of 0.08 mm, but 

this difference was not significant Statistically (P = 0,163), 

Measurements of angles of cervical convergence of the 

abutment teeth on the cad cam program ranged between 

.5079.50-117.20 ° and an average of 97.63° while on the 

gypsum example ranged between 79 °-118 ° and with an 

average score of 97.41 °. And when testing t to study the 

difference between measuring the stent angles of the stent on 

the gypsum model and the cad cam program at 95% 

confidence level. The results showed that the measurement of 

angles on the CADCAM program is greater than that of the 

gypsum example, with an average of 0.21, but this difference 

was not statistically significant (P = 0.076). 

The differences between the manual measurements and 

measurements made on the 3D image were slightly 

statistically significant and were, in fact, well within the range 

of intra operator variation. When the measurements are made 

on 3D digital image operators variation plays a role because 

the operator has to click on the points to be measured. 

 

Conclusion 
From this study we can conclude that the dental cast can be 

scanned with the help of an accurate and sophisticated 

scanner and the digital model used for the purpose of 

diagnosis, treatment planning and storage for future use. The 

dimensional accuracy of the digital models when compared to 

the study models was statistically significant Therefore, 

digital/ electronic surveying is a reliable method which can be 

accomplished by locating the height of contour and guide 

planes measurements as the digital model can be viewed from 

various angles and positions. 
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